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In cooperation with

Media partner

The Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi
project – promoted by the
Hessian State Chancellery, the
Goethe-Universität Frankfurt
am Main, the Villa Vigoni, the
Consulate General of Italy in
Frankfurt am Main, and with the
media partnership of the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
and La Repubblica – aims to
promote the German-Italian
dialogue and the exchange of
resilient best practices between
Italy and Germany in the
current health crisis.
On the occasion of the project
launch, the steering committee
and the Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi
research team are organising a
round table to bring together
institutions, the private sector
and academia to discuss
innovative and resilient
approaches to cope with the
current emergency situation in
Italy and Germany to lay the
foundation for a sustainable
recovery of the European
Union.
The topics "Politics, Cities, and
Sustainability", "Business and
Economy", and "Culture, Young
Generation and Innovation",
build the three panels of the
round table.

Day 1
12th

12.30

Welcome

14.00-15.00

Ceremony""Rose Bianche"
Christiane Liermann-Traniello – Secretary General ,Villa Vigoni
Michele Spaggiari – Mayor of Menaggio
Robert Krumrei – Consul General of the Federal Republic of
Germany in Milan
Andrea Esteban Samà – Consul General of Italy in Frankfurt
am Main
Dania Hückmann – Entrepreneur, Collegium Goethe-Vigoni
Discorsi

15.00-15.20

Greetings
Rolf van Dick – Vice President, Goethe-University Frankfurt
Francesco Bei – Deputy Director, La Repubblica
Uwe Becker – Mayor, City of Frankfurt am Main (digital)
Dieter Beine – Chief of Protocol, Hessian State Chancellery
(digital)

15.20-15.30

Presentation Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi Project
Research team:
Riccardo Haupt, Maria Stalla, Leonardo Veneziani

12th

15.30 - 17.00

First Panel: Politics, Cities and Sustainabilty
The impact of the Covid-19 and the subsequent lockdowns
adopted to mitigate the pandemic have vastly transformed the
priorities of policymakers and private companies both in
Germany and in Italy. Boosted by the framework of the EU
reforms process, sustainability gained the spotlight and is now
central to both national and local policies. How did this
process influence German and Italian politics?
To what extent is the Recovery Fund contributing to a
‘sustainable shift’ of national and local policies? What measures
are being implemented by cities and companies reacting to
the current shock?
Moderator:
Riccardo Haupt
Speakers:
Francesco Bei – Deputy Director, La Repubblica
Désirée Biehl – Political Analyst and Research Fellow, Villa
Vigoni
Adelaide Mozzi – Economic Advisor, European Commission,
Representation in Italy
Carlo Cici – Director of Sustainability, The European House
Ambrosetti
Andreas Kipar – Architect, CEO and founder LAND, President
Green City Italia
Tobia Zevi – Research Fellow, Global Cities Desk ISPI (digital)

12th

17.15 - 18.45

Second Panel: Business and Economy
In the face of the so-called worst recession of the postwar period, Italian and German companies are realigning
their future prospects and their relationship with a state
that is increasingly assuming a renewed role as
"entrepreneur". State intervention also includes the
rescue measures that are being taken, among other
things, in favor of certain industries. What is the (new?)
relationship between state and economy? What
influence do companies exert on government agencies?
What expectations do people have as far as the relations
between state and business is concerned? How can
different businesses amplify their resilience capacity?
Moderator:
Maria Stalla
Speakers:
Jörg Buck – CEO, German-Italian Chamber of
Commerce (AHK), Milan
Alberto Mingardi – Director General, Istituto Bruno Leoni
Alessandro Peroschi – CEO Gloria Med, Menaggio
Giacomo Lev Mannheimer – Head Public Affairs, Glovo
Piergiorgio Biraghi – Banca dei Territori, Intesa Sanpaolo

12th

9.30- 11.00

Third Panel: Culture, Young Generation and Innnovation
The third panel focuses on the potentially dramatic effects on
two specific sections of society: the cultural industry and the
younger generation. Museums, cinemas, theaters and the
performing arts are part of a cultural sector that is severely
affected by the current crisis and threatened by budget cuts in
both the public and private sectors. What are the strategies for a
more resilient cultural sector? And what does it
mean for the German and Italian societies if their cultural sector
remains in crisis? These questions are also of great importance
for young people. For them, the restrictions caused by the
pandemic represent a break in their almost limitless freedom in
Europe. Do the younger generations in Italy and Germany feel
threatened in their future? How has the generation's
relationship with the EU and Europe developed? What role
should they play in the "reconstruction" of the post-Covid
society?
Moderator:
Leonardo Veneziani
Speakers:
Anna Braam – Chairman and Spokeswoman, Foundation for
the Rights of Future Generations
Linda Di Pietro – Cultural Manager, President of RENA and
Cultural Director of BASE Milano
Sandra Kegel – Literary Critic and Journalist, Head of the
Feuilleton of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
Elisa Serafini – President, FEI (Forum Economia Innovazione),
Istituto Bruno Leoni, Journalist, The Post Internazionale
Lorenzo Newman – CEO Learn More

Christiane
Liermann
Traniello
Dania
Hückmann

Secretary General, Villa Vigoni

Enterpreneur and Member of the
Collegium Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi
Dania Hückmann taught German
Literature and Remembrance
Culture at New York University in
Berlin and was a Harvard College
Fellow at the Department of
Germanic Languages and
Literatures from 2015-2016.
In 2018 she published her book
"Rache im Realismus. Recht und
Rechtsgefühl bei Droste-Hülshoff,
Gotthelf, Fontane und Heyse" by
Transkript.
She researches law and literature
and questions of responsibility with
a focus on narratology and trauma.
She has published on Jean Améry,
Heinrich von Kleist, Thomas
Bernhard and Quentin Tarantino's
"Inglourious Basterds".

Christiane Liermann Traniello studied
History, Philosophy and Italian Language
and Literature at the Universities of Bonn,
Siena, Karlsruhe and Zurich. She did her
PhD at the University of Zurich,
dedicating her thesis to the political
thoughts of the Italian philosopher and
theologian Antonio Rosmini (1797-1855).
She furthermore translated Rosmini’s
work on the philosophy of politics into
German. For her PhD studies she
received a grant by the Konrad
Adenauer-Stiftung.
She started working for Villa Vigoni as a
Scientific Referee in 1 995 and has been
the Secretary General of the GermanItalian Centre for the European Dialogue
since October 2018. Together with
researchers coming from Italy and
Germany, she continues exploring
Rosmini’s philosophical œuvre. In
addition, she focuses her attention
particularly on the political and cultural
relations between Italy and Germany,
with special regard to religious and
confessional questions, deepened in
scientific conferences and publications.
Dr. Liermann Traniello is part of the
editorial staff of the following scientific
periodicals: "Contemporanea. Rivista di
storia dell’800 e del ’900” (Il Mulino,
Bologna); “Annali di storia
dell’educazione e delle istituzioni
scolastiche” (Editrice La Scuola, Brescia);
“Res Publica, the Journal of international
political and historical studies” (LUMSA,
Rome).

Claus
Robert
Krumrei

Andrea
Esteban
Samà

Consul General of the Federal Republic of
Germany in Milan

Consul General of Italy in Frankfurt
am Main

After studying law and history at the
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität in Munich,
Krumrei initially worked in the international
law department at the Federal Foreign
Office's headquarters in Bonn.
In 1986 he became a staff member in the
Foreign Policy Department of the Federal
Chancellery. After working at the Crisis
Response Centre, he became Deputy Head
of the Consulate General in Hong Kong
from 1995 to 1997.
After being Head of Section in the Political
Section of the Embassy in Russia between
1997 and 1999, Krumrei served as Deputy
Head of the Section for Russia, Ukraine,
Belarus and Moldova in the Federal Foreign
Office from 1999 to 2003.
From 2004 to 2006, Krumrei served in
Washington, D.C. as Head of Section in the
Political Section of the Embassy in the USA.
After his return to Germany, he was initially
Head of Section for Central Europe and
Deputy Chief of Protocol at the German
Foreign Office before becoming
Ambassador of the Federal Republic of
Germany to the Kingdom of Denmark
from 2014 to 2017.
In July 2018 he took over the post of
Consul General in Milan.

In his professional career, Mr.
Samà served as second secretary
in the
European Union department of
the German Foreign Office from
2001 to 2004.
He then worked at the Italian
Embassy in Seoul and the Italian
Embassy in Berlin.
Between 2015 and 2016 he was
Legation Counsellor at the Italian
Embassy in Brussels before
becoming Deputy Head and First
Counsellor at the Italian Embassy
in Brussels until 2019.
Since September 2019 he has
been working as Consul General
in Frankfurt am Main.

Michele
Spaggiari

Francesco
Bei

Mayor, Menaggio

Deputy Director, La Repubblica

Michele Spaggiari has been
Mayor of Menaggio since
2016.
After several experiences in
the world of sport, including
coach, teacher and
instructor of Comitato
Olimpico Nazionale Italiano
(CONI).

Born in Rome in 1970, Francesco Bei
worked for magazines, TV, radio,
newspapers and news agencies
including Radio Radicale,
l'Indipendente, Liberal, the
programme Moby Dick, and
Apcom.
Graduated in Political Science, since
2005 he has been writing for the
political sector of La Repubblica. As
a correspondent he followed the
main international summits from
the G8/G20 to the European
Councils as well as the activities of
the Parliament and of the political
forces.

Uwe
Becker

Dieter
Beine

Mayor and Treasurer, Frankfurt am
Main

Chief of Protocol, State of Hesse

After his apprenticeship as a
banker, Uwe Becker worked as a
personnel officer at a Frankfurter
Sparkasse.
In 2006, the former city councillor
moved to Frankfurt's full-time
politics as a city councillor for
social affairs, youth and sports. He
has been city treasurer since 2007.
In 2016, the Frankfurt City Council
elected Becker Mayor of Frankfurt.
The president of the Hessian
Association of Cities and Towns is
also active as president of the
Friends of Tel Aviv University in
Germany and as a member of the
board of the German-Israeli
Society Frankfurt.

Dieter Beine who had previously
completed a bank apprenticeship,
studied sociology in Frankfurt.
He worked for the city of Kassel as
main office and office manager of
the CDU's mayor and became
personal advisor to Hesse's prime
minister in 1999.
For 18 years he has been the chief
of protocol of the State of Hesse.

Rolf
van
Dick

Riccardo
Haupt

Professor, Vice President, GoetheUniversity Frankfurt

Team Member, Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi

Van Dick graduated in psychology at the
Philipps-University Marburg. He earned
his PhD in 1999 from Philipps-University
Marburg, supervised by Ulrich Wagner.
From 1995 to 2002, he worked as
lecturer and assistant professor at the
Philipps-University Marburg.
From 2003 to 2006, he worked at Aston
University, Birmingham, England, first as
senior lecturer, and from 2005 to 2007
as full professor and chair of Social
Psychology and Organizational
Behaviour.
Since 2006, van Dick has held the chair
for Social Psychology at the Institute for
Psychology at the Goethe-University
Frankfurt am Main. He also teaches at
Goethe Business School, Frankfurt. In
May 2018 he was appointed as vice
president at Goethe-University and
responsible for international affairs, early
career researchers, diversity and equal
opportunities.
Van Dick is co-founder and Scientific
Director of the Center for Leadership and
Behavior in Organizations (CLBO) at
Goethe-University.

Riccardo Haupt holds a PhD in Business
and Social Law from Bocconi University.
Riccardo worked and contributed to the
work of several think-tanks and research
centers in Europe such as Bruegel and
the Max Planck Institute for Innovation
and Competition.
Riccardo's works mainly deal with the
interface of competition principles and
the role of the State in the economy
within the framework of EU Single
Market Policies.
He is the Scientific Advisor of Civetta – a
non-for-profit organization engaged
with the development of innovative civic
education programs into the Italian
public education system. He is a
contributor at Will_ita covering
economics and EU affairs.
Riccardo is part of the “Goethe-Vigoni
Discorsi” research project since October
2020.

Maria
Stalla

Leonardo
Veneziani

Team Member, Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi

Team Member, Goethe-Vigoni Discorsi

Maria Stalla studied political science
and public law in Heidelberg, Florence,
Frankfurt and Boston.
She is alumna of the scholarship
programme Klaus Murmann by the
Foundation of German Business and
the Hessen-Massachusetts programme.
Focusing on International Relations, her
research interest lies in the field of
European Public Policy, political power
of private actors and political conflicts.
Currently she works as research
assistant at Goethe-University Frankfurt
on the circular economy in the
European Union.
Maria is part of the "Goethe-Vigoni
Discorsi" research project since
October 2020.

Leonardo Veneziani holds a Master
Degree in International Sciences –
European Studies from the University
of Turin.
Beforehand, he acquired a Bachelor
Degree in International Studies and
European Institutions from the
University of Milan, while spending a
three-months period as Erasmus+
Student at the Palacky University in
Olomouc, Czech Republic.
Leonardo is part of the “GoetheVigoni Discorsi” research project since
October 2020.

Désirée
Biehl

Adelaide
Mozzi

Political Analyst and Research Fellow, Villa
Vigoni

Economic Analyst, Representation of
the European Commission in Italy

Désirée Biehl graduated with a MA
Degree in Global Security Studies from
the University of Sheffield.
Afterwards, she gained a Master’s Degree
in the trilingual programme International
and European Studies in Nice, Berlin and
Rome at the Centre international de
formation européenne.
Beforehand she graduated from the
University of Konstanz in Politics and
Administration. Her first thesis dealt with
the topic of remembrance politics in the
case of violence against women in
Bosnia.
Her CIFE thesis dealt with remembrance
in Ireland and the UK concerning
remembrance traditions in everyday life
and in school books concerning the Irish
Troubles.
She joined the scientific staff of Villa
Vigoni in February 2020.

Adelaide Mozzi holds the position of
economic counsellor at the
Representation of the European
Commission in Italy and is a member of
the Commission Task Force RECOVER,
which is responsible for steering the
implementation of the Recovery and
Resilience Facility and for coordinating
the European Semester, under the
guidance of President von der Leyen.
She previously worked at the
Directorate-General for Competition of
the European Commission in Brussels,
dealing with mergers and acquisitions
in a wide variety of sectors. Before
starting her career as EU official, she
worked in the Cabinet of Professor
Mario Monti at the Italian Senate, in
charge of economic and European
dossiers, and at the New York State
Parliament in the US. She started her
professional career by working in a
management consulting company in
Milan. She graduated with honors in
Economics from Bocconi University
and holds a Master of Public
Administration from the State University
of New York.

Carlo
Cici

Andreas
Kipar

Head of Sustainability Practice, The
European House-Ambrosetti

Architect, CEO and Founder, LAND
President, Green City Italia

Carlo Cici is a sustainability
professional with a 30 years
experience in sustainability integration
into business models and
organisations.
When he graduated in Management &
Economics at Ca’ Foscari University of
Venice, he presented a thesis
investigating the link between
competitiveness and corporate
sustainability. From then on, he started
building his career and expertise
around this question.
After a solid 10 years experience in the
Academia, he started working as a
consultant, crossing his paths with the
main major firms operating in Italy.
Less than 20 years ago, he co-founded
the first Italian sustainability-focus
consulting firm, and eventually
followed its acquisition by a major.
Carlo Cici is the Head of Sustainability
Practice of The European HouseAmbrosetti, in addition to being a
passionate non-professional
photographer.

Architect, landscapist and urban planner,
Andreas Kipar is the founder and
Creative Director of the international
landscape architecture studio LAND,
with offices in Germany, Italy and
Switzerland. A graduate in Landscape
Architecture at the GHS University of
Essen and in Architecture and Urban
Planning at Milan Politecnico, where he
has taught Public Space Design since
2009, he often holds seminars and
lectures at a number of universities,
including Naples, Dresden, Venice,
Zurich, Versailles and Dortmund. He is a
full member of the German Academy of
Urban and Regional Planning (DASL), the
Association of German Landscape
Architects (BDLA), the Italian Association
of Landscape Architects (AIAPP) and the
Italian Urban Planning Institute (INU).
He is the inventor of the “Raggi
Verdi” (Green Rays) model in Milan,
which connects up the various areas of
the city to favour a new slow mobility
from the centre towards the suburbs.
Andreas Kipar and his team are currently
supervising the landscaping for EXPO
2020 in Dubai and the greenery strategy
for some urban centres in the Middle
East. Previously he supervised the
German Pavilion at Expo 2019 in Beijing.

Tobia
Zevi

Global Cities Desk, ISPI

Tobia Zevi is an Associate Research
Fellow in charge of the Global Cities
Programme at ISPI.
He holds a Ph.D. from the Roma Tre
University.
In 2019 he was selected as Global
Fellow Eisenhower, while in 2017 he
was Fellow in the US Government’s
“International Visitors Leadership
Program” (IVLP).
In 2017-2018 he was political adviser to
the Italian Prime Minister, Mr. Paolo
Gentiloni; before he was adviser to the
Italian Foreign Minister for International
Cooperation and Human Rights.
He is very active in Rome as Chairman
of the Center “Rome! Speak it loud”.
Zevi is President of the Association of
Jewish Culture Hans Jonas and one of
the “Jewish Diplomats” (JDs ) of the
World Jewish Congress.
He writes for several newspapers and
magazines.

Jörg
Buck

CEO, Italian-German Chamber of
Commerce
In 1996 Jörg Buck graduated in Social
Pedagogy at the Cologne University of
Applied Sciences and in 2008 he
obtained a Master’s degree in Business
Consulting from the University of
Wismar. He began his professional
career as Junior-Consultant in an
educational project for the German
Development Service in Ecuador.
Jörg Buck started at the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Cologne in
1999 as a Training Consultant and
continued in the same structure as Head
of Technical Vocational Training. From
2003 to 2007 Jörg Buck worked in
Lisbon at the German-Portuguese
Chamber of Commerce and Industry as
Head of Professional Qualification and
Strategic HR-Development. In 2007 he
was appointed Deputy Executive VicePresident and CFO of the GermanArgentine Chamber of Commerce and
Industry in Buenos Aires, where he
remained until 2012. From 2012 to 2015
he was CEO at the German-Thai
Chamber of Commerce in Bangkok and
Delegate of the German Industry in
Thailand.
In August 2015 Jörg Buck was appointed
CEO of the German-Italian Chamber of
Commerce and Delegate of the German
Industry in Italy.

Alessandro
Peroschi

Alberto
Mingardi

Director General, Istituto Bruno Leoni

CEO, Gloria Med Group

Alberto Mingardi majored in Political
Science at the University of Pavia in
2005 and received a PhD in Political
Science at the same University in 2009.
He is a founding member and now
Executive Director of the Istituto Bruno
Leoni and Associate Professor in
“History of Political Thought” at IULM
University in Milan.
He is also Presidential Fellow in Political
Theory at the Chapman University, and
Adjunct Scholar at the Cato Institute,
Washington DC.
He is Secretary at the Mont Pelerin
Society.
Furthermore, he has extensive
experience with think tanks and was
Member of the Board at Istituto per lo
sviluppo della formazione professionale
dei lavoratori (ISFOL), and he is vicepresident to the Board of Fondazione
TIM, a philanthropic organisation.
He has been a very active publicist on
the national and international press
throughout the years, authored two
books (published by Marsilio) and
edited four books (published by IBL
Libri).

Alessandro Peroschi was born in 1958 in
Como (Italy).
He holds a PhD in Economics from
Catholic University in Milan, and studied
Business internationalisation at the
Milan Polytechnic.
He is the CEO of Gloria Med Group,
which manufactures medical textile
products and distributes medical
devices and pharmaceuticals for
Phlebology and Vascular surgery since
1926.
Furthermore he is Member of the
Tourism commission (Menaggio),
treasurer in the cultural association
“Segreta Isola” (Como), and Member of
the Moesano committee of Pro Grigioni
Italiano (CH).

Giacomo
Lev
Mannheimer

Anna
Braam

Head Public Affairs, Glovo

President, Foundation for the Rights of
Future Generations

Giacomo Lev Mannheimer is Head of
Public Affairs at Glovo.
Before joining his current company, he
has been working in international law
firms, politics, and consultancy.
Giacomo holds a Combined Bachelor
and Master in Law from the University
of Milan and a Master in International
Political Economy from the University
of Kent.
He is also a research fellow at Istituto
Bruno Leoni and a member of the
board at Forum Economia Innovazione.

Anna Braam is doing her doctorate in
the field of "Sustainability of
democratic decision-making" at the
University of Oldenburg.
Prior to this, she completed the
master's degree program "Professional
Public Decision Making" at the
University of Bremen, where her
master's thesis dealt with the scientific
foundations of generational justice
using the example of the national
biodiversity strategy.
Braam studied Political Science at the
universities of Duisburg-Essen and
Turku, Finland. Braam founded the
youth forum "Next Generation" at the
Bremen Übersee-Museum in 2016 and
is involved in UN climate policy as a
youth delegate.
She is also a member of the youth
alliance Zukunftsenergie and the
German government's National
Network for Sustainable Consumption.

Linda
Di
Pietro

Sandra
Kegel

Cultural Manager, Chief Cultural
Officer, BASE MIilano

Literary Critic and Journalist, Feuilleton
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Linda Di Pietro is a cultural operator
and entrepreneur with a degree in
Semiotics of Art from the University of
Siena and Warwick University.
She is Visiting Fellow at the Institute of
Curatorial Research and Practice of the
School of The Arts Institute in Chicago.
She has been appointed President of
Rete per l'Eccellenza Nazionale (RENA)
and member of the advisory board of
IETM- International Network for
contemporary performing arts.
She was also recently appointed chief
cultural officer of BASE Milano.

Born in 1970 in Frankfurt am Main, she
studied German and Romance
Languages and Literature as well as
Theater, Film and Media Studies in Aixen-Provence, Vienna and Frankfurt.
Afterwards she worked for radio and
newspapers until a short period of
internship in the feuilleton of the F.A.Z.
led to a longer apprenticeship in the
newsroom.
Since 1999 Sandra Kegel has been editor
of the feuilleton. After stations in the
media department and in the weekend
supplement "Bilder und Zeiten" she
became editor for literature and literary
life in 2008.
Since October 2019 she has been editor
in charge of the feature pages together
with Hannes Hintermeier.
She has published the travel reader
"Paris", was a member of the jury for the
Ingeborg Bachmann Prize and was
awarded the Ravensburg Media Prize.

Elisa
Serafini

President (FEI), Istituto Bruno Leoni ,
Journalist (The Post Internazionale)
Elisa Serafini is a journalist, activist and
advisor.
She is the President and founder of Forum
Economia Innovazione (Economic and
Innovation Forum), a nonprofit organization
whose mission is to promote transparency
and efficiency in Italian public
administrations with the use of technology.
She works with Associazione Luca
Coscioni, founded in 2002 with the mission
to promote legal and political battles
advancing civil liberties.
Elisa writes about public policy, economics,
innovation and transparency. From 2017 to
2018 she has served as Deputy Mayor in her
city where she fought against corruption
and lack of transparency, managing more
than $12M of public funds. Prior to that, she
has worked as a Marketing Manager for
multiple companies.
She has been awarded with multiple
recognitions and nominated among the
“1000 unstoppable women of Italy” of
Startup Italia.
She holds a BA in Political Science and
International Relations from the Catholic
University of Milan and a MS in International
Business, with study experience gained in
Italy and in the US.

Lorenzo
Newman

Managing Director, Learn More
Lorenzo Newman is Managing
Director of Learn More, an
education consultancy and think
tank.
Previously, he has advised dozens
of leading NGOs, EU bodies, and
UN agencies on learning, social
innovation and youth policy, both
as an independent consultant and
as a senior consultant at PwC.
Lorenzo holds a BA in Economics
and Politics from Trinity College
Dublin and an MSc in
Development Management from
the London School of Economics.
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